
Use your imagination on this Daycation and play along with your child as
you explore the “extraterrestrial” play spaces of one of Portland’s
newest parks. 

PROLOGUE: It would seem an extraterrestrial colony has been hiding in
plain sight, and it's your family’s mission to unravel the mysteries behind
these alien structures!
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The Labratory
Next, the laboratory. Here is where we believe many alien experiments take place.
You’ll find the mini centrifuge, the geodesic trans-materializer, the neutrino slider,
and the bottom scrambler.

Space Alien Beacon
It would seem an extraterrestrial colony has been hiding in plain sight, and it's
your family’s mission to unravel the mysteries behind these alien structures!
Commence by climbing to the Martian beacon, where a “Rosetta Stone,” or
deciphering code, is etched all around its surface, perhaps to make it easier to
translate out-of-planet communications?

Outer Asteroid Field
Make your way through the Venusian Sands and through Neptune's Mist to reach
the Outer Asteroid Field. Once you get to the outermost reaches of this site, you
can climb an asteroid, play the most popular sport on Saturn “Pong Ping”, or even
roll into the 0-Gravity skate park!

Spacecraft Picnic Shelter
Climb down and head over to explore the "picnic shelter." Rumor has it that it
is actually a spaceship in disguise. Look closely and see what you can find! Be

careful not to accidentally launch yourself off into space!

find more adventures here

Subatomic Particle Enhancer
Just a few anti-gravity steps away you'll come upon the sub-atomic particle

enhancer. Not long ago a terrible accident occurred and an octahedral molecule
grew so big you can now climb inside of it! A containment field was built to

make sure it remains stable..

Luuwit View Park
NE 127th and, NE Fremont St, Portland, OR

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Merlo_Rd/SW_158th_Ave_MAX_Station

